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Inspire Series Talk-01

A talk that inspires people's aspiration and
leads them forward towards it is called as
Inspire talk . It was a great pleasure to have
Mr. Deepak Ashok who's life was a great
example to every young minds to get on with
their goals . He taught us on how to be smart
in this corporate world. He gave his life
experience about the process every
engineering student goes through. He filled in
confidence and made us realize that nothing is
impossible. There is no barrier that can stop a
person in reaching his aim . He introduced
new platforms to improve in coding. He gave
us a path in which hard work and smart work
was going hand in hand to reach goal. On the
whole , it was an inspiring talk.

Inspire Series Talk-02

The second series was about building in new
ideas on how to create , manage and present
the projects. It was a session which gave a
immense knowledge on how to create projects ,
on how to pitch in ideas. The expertie himself is
an analyst at Goldman Sachs , he was an
inspiration to all the young minds. The session
gave importance of projects and thier
improvisation using different web tools . The
session also spoke about hackathons , how
important and efficient it is to participate in it.
He also gave his experience when he had
competed in hackathons.  It was an amazing talk
which showed lights on new paths and new
ideas to follow. There were many takeaways
from this session , creativity , continuity ,  focus
and many more. The session made every
individual to think on to something and gave a
good start to all pf the projects. It set a great
example in everyone's minds which can be
followed while working on any tools or
platforms or any projects. On a jest ,  the talk
really made a great impact on everyone. 



The talk regarding visual intelligence, 
 the ability to perceive, analyze, and
comprehend visual information and the
research challenges and applications of
it was conducted . The seminar was
conducted by the source persons from
Excellence in Visual Intelligence (CEVI)
KLE Technology University, Hubballi. It
was not just confined to visual
intelligence but, the talk started off
with general knowledge regarding
artificial intelligence and machine
learning .  The more they dug, the more
they divulged their entire visual
recognition and intelligence expertise.
It provided a wealth of information. The
session's main takeaways were the
scope of machine learning, deep
learning, and visual intelligence. Their
accomplishments were inspiring. They 
 provided a lot of exposure.

VISUAL INTELLIGENCE &
DEEP LEARNING

CHAT BOT

A session on developing our own chat bot,
to allow humans to interact with digital
devices as if they were communicating
with a real person by simulating and
processing human conversation (either
written or spoken) was taken up by the
AI&ML seniors. It was  completely a
hands-on session in which the seniors
taught everyone how to create their own
cake shop chatbot and link it to our
Telegram account.
They helped and guided us as we started
working on our project. It was a very
productive session.
Everyone enthusiastically participated in
the session, eager to learn something new
and different.



SOCIFY
PORTFOLIO CREATION

The Social media club 'Socify' came up
with the idea of a workshop on
creating a LinkedIn portfolio.
Portfolio creation is an important step
in showcasing our skills, talents, and
achievements to potential employers.
For a portfolio to have an impact it
requires careful consideration of the
content, layout and presentation. a
clear cut portfolio showcases ones
actual personality. The team taught
everyone basic steps in creation of
LinkedIn posts by showing short
videos and encouraging all to create a
post of their own. By the end of the
session every individual were able to
create and post their achievements
perfectly. Overall, the session was
thoughtful and helpful to everyone.

WEBEGETTER
CSS & BOX MODEL

'Webegetter' the web development
club gave an introduction session
on CSS and Box Model which are the  
essential concepts for web
developers and designers to
understand as they form the
foundation of modern web design. 
 The CSS box model as a whole
applies to block boxes and defines
how the different parts of a box —
margin, border, padding, and
content — work together to create a
box that you can see on a page. The
session was about these two
concepts and how they work
together to create visually appealing
and functional web page. It was an
informative and amazing workdhop. 



MAITRI

"Alone we can do so little; together we
can do so much".Following the words of
Helen Keller, team Vihana organized
"Maitri," a programme designed to teach
kids life skills through engaging activities
at "Ananda Marga orphanage". The team's
thoughts was that there is nothing greater
than love invested in helping to feed the
impoverished living in hunger. The club
leads engaged the younger crowd with
various activities like small crafts using
origami sheets and outdoor games like
throwball. The kids had an amazing time
learning and interacting with new people
giving them a boast in confidence and
basic interactive skills. The Vihana team
distributed a meal as a way to make the
children smile and had a meaningful lunch
together. Overall the session was filled
with values. The main goal of teaching the
children about the importance of life skills
and feeding them with food, hope and love
was achieved.

VIHANA

"The best way to not feel hopeless

is to get up and do something.

Don’t wait for good things to

happen to you. If you go out and

make some good things happen, you

will fill the world with hope, you

will fill yourself with hope."

— Barack Obama



PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES

The 1st Phase of Progressive Training
Program was scheduled from 28th
February 2023 to 3 March, 2023. The
course offered to us was to help an
individual develop basic soft skills
needed in a cooperate world. The
training instructor appointed,
conducted various activities to achieve
this goal. On the first day of training,
the main focus was on personal core
and enhancing one's leadership
qualities and self confidence. Video
based learning for these skill
development was also provided. The
second day was filled with enthusiasm
as the class was divided into teams and
each student worked hard to push their
team forward. This helped everyone to
have better cooperation and teamwork
spirt. From building towers using paper
to enacting mime shows every
individual engaged themselves in all
the activities.

The third day of training began with
the same or even higher level of energy
as many more fun based activities were
conducted. The teams built their
public speaking skills along with visual
analysis and listening skills. Every
individual thought about all the things
that they were grateful for and made
creative and beautiful gratitude
boards. The last day of training was
very informative as the activities were
conducted in outdoors and great
values were taught. At the end of the
programme certificates were awarded
to the students for completion of the
course.  From the start till the end the
session was very much interesting,
interactive, inspiring and fruitful. 


